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structure



Because a Parable 
always has contrasts. . .

 they are never identical, you can see that all through Christ’s Parables, Shepherd & 
Sheep, it’s just the easiest one we always mention. There’s nothing about your physical 
structure that looks like a sheep, there’s many comparisons and also many contrasts.





Ancient Israel is a Theocracy. Is Modern Israel 
a Theocracy? 

The contrast I believe is most crucial to see in Ancient Israel is a 
Theocracy, it's a combination between Church & State. 

  Modern Israel is a Separation of Church & State.



CHURCH
Modern Israel

THEOCRACY
Ancient Israel





contrast

More often in Adventism they 
just choose to ignore everything they 
can't explain or 
don't want to talk about.



contrast 
one is a Theocracy one is a Separation of 

Church/State.



contrast

trying to enforce a Theocracy in the United States, 



COMING BACK TO ANCIENT ISRAEL
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 Golden Calf. Patriarchs and 
Prophets 315.1. Chapter 28 Idolatry in Sinai.

 



WHOA!

“While Moses was absent, it was a time of waiting and suspense for Israel. Accustomed as 
they had been in Egypt, to material representations of deity, it had been hard for them to trust 
in an invisible being and they had come to rely upon Moses to sustain their faith. Now, he was 

taken from them, day after day, week after week past and still he did not return. 
Notwithstanding, the cloud was still in view, it seemed to many in the camp that their leader 

had deserted them or that he had been consumed by the devouring fire.” 

Paragraph 3, “feeling their helplessness in the absence of their leader they returned to 
their old superstitions. Among the objects regarded by the Egyptians as symbols of deity 

was the Ox or the Calf (we spoke last week that this Ox or Calf was the Apis Bull).  It 
was suggested of those who had practiced this form of idolatry in Egypt that a Calf was 
now made and worshipped. The people desired some image to represent God and to go 

before them in the place of Moses.” 



SO, THIS OX OR CALF, WHAT 
WAS IT MADE TO 
REPRESENT?
Who were they 
replacing?



God and Moses,





The Osiris myth is the most 
elaborate and influential story in 
ancient Egyptian mythology. It 
concerns the murder of the god 
Osiris, a primeval king of Egypt, 
and its consequences. Osiris's 
murderer, his brother Set, usurps 
his throne. Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osiris_myth


If you had a King, you had a Pharaoh, 

Hathor.

Hathor (Ancient Egyptian: ḥwt-ḥr "House of 
Horus", Greek: Ἁθώρ Hathōr) was a major 
goddess in ancient Egyptian religion who 
played a wide variety of roles. As a sky deity, 
she was the mother or consort of the sky god 
Horus and the sun god Ra, both of whom 
were connected with kingship, and thus she 
was the symbolic mother of their earthly 
representatives, the pharaohs. She was one 
of several goddesses who acted as the Eye 
of Ra, Ra's feminine counterpart, and in this 
form she had a vengeful aspect that 
protected him from his enemies. Her 
beneficent side represented music, dance, 
joy, love, sexuality and maternal care, and 
she acted as the consort of several male 
deities and the mother of their sons. These 
two aspects of the goddess exemplified the 
Egyptian conception of femininity. Hathor 
crossed boundaries between worlds, helping 
deceased souls in the transition to the 
afterlife.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hathor
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%E1%B8%A5wt-%E1%B8%A5r
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun_god
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Egyptian_conception_of_the_soul


 Then we spoke about how a King would be depicted, 

 

 I

As early as the time of the Narmer Palette, the 
king is depicted with a bovine tail on one 
side, and a bull is seen knocking down the 
walls of a city on the other. Occasionally, Apis 
was pictured with the sun-disk symbol of his 
mother, Hathor, between his horns, being one 
of few deities ever associated with her symbol. 
Apis (deity) - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apis_(deity)#:~:text=As%20early%20as%20the%20time,ever%20associated%20with%20her%20symbol.


It's their consistent theme. . . 

 1 Samuel

Ramah
 Ezekiel 16:24, 25 31 39

“give us a King.”

Ezekiel 16

24 That thou hast also built unto thee an 
eminent place, and hast made thee an high 
place in every street.

25 Thou hast built thy high place at every head 
of the way, and hast made thy beauty to be 
abhorred, and hast opened thy feet to every one 
that passed by, and multiplied thy whoredoms.

31 In that thou buildest thine eminent place in 
the head of every way, and makest thine high 
place in every street; and hast not been as an 
harlot, in that thou scornest hire;

39 And I will also give thee into their hand, and 
they shall throw down thine eminent place, and 
shall break down thy high places: they shall 
strip thee also of thy clothes, and shall take thy 
fair jewels, and leave thee naked and bare.

1 Samuel 7

17 And his return was to Ramah; for 
there was his house; and there he 
judged Israel; and there he built an 
altar unto the Lord.



They want a King . . .

image characteristics 

Apis Bull

combination of a Deity and a conquering Ruler.



We read in Signs of the Times May 8, 1893,

 

“let us take a lesson from the mistake of the 
Jewish people and not be found committing a 

similar error.” 

“they could not recognize Christ”
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Moses
King King

Conqueror
Courageous
Fighting spirit

King, a Conqueror, a Courageous Heart and a Fighting Spirit, 

    We need to think about . . .



 You have this interesting dynamic,

        “We are special, we are not the same as 
Egypt, were not the same as Babylon, were 

not the same as Rome.” 



   If you were to think about these three, Egypt, Babylon & Rome

PHARAOH KING CAESAR

What did EGYPT have? What did BABYLON have? What did ROME have? 

 Deity Conquering King.
 King God  Conqueror

Caesars. God deified, Conqueror



To be a leader in Egypt, Babylon or Rome,

“were nothing like them.”  

“We are the Special People, the Chosen of 
God, the Covenant People. We have the 

Sabbath, there all idolaters,” 

but what is their problem?



They may have let go of the form of the idol but the characteristics 
of the idol, their still imbibed 

they can't 
recognize that he's God

 they cannot accept 
Christ as God. 

          Israel

              Christ
God

Conquering Army
Fighting Spirit

Courageous Heart



characteristics personality.
become idolatry. 



COMING OUT 
OF BABYLON...



What we find is that, while believing that they 
are separated and distinct from the nations 
around them they were actually in the exact 
same condition and they had the exact same 

mindset. 



     We will remind 
everyone here that 
the cure for this 
mindset was and is 
Parable Teaching, in 
both its comparisons 
and its contrasts.
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Moses
King

King
Conqueror
Courageous
Fighting spirit

      Christ came and he taught in Parables to re-teach them both of 
the Nature of the Kingdom and the Nature of the King. 



If you don't understand the 
 you won't 

understand the 



Kingdom

King 



Christ is going to 
use Parables to try 
to tear them from 
that understanding



 He will use the model of Agriculture for example or a familiar      
 story about a Wedding Dowry 





   For example, 

Social Conservatism.

Social 
Conservatism
Political ideology

Social conservatism is a political 
right-wing ideology which places 
emphasis on traditional power 
structures over social pluralism, 
and seeks to "reverse or stem 
the direction of change". 
Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_conservatism


Social Conservatism. 

    People can wear makeup and be Socially 
Conservative. . . 



We brought the study of Comparisons, down to Modern Israel. . .
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We wanted to have a look at what was happening in Apostate 
Protestantism



Jedidiah 
Morse

 Timothy Dwight

This Conservative branch. . .



Timothy Dwight 



Dwight



 Bringing us back to what we    
discussed about Parable 
Teaching, 

            



not contrasting, 

no contrast 

You have to Compare & Contrast and what are they not doing?

Theocracy. 



comparing 
contrast.



“New Englanders knew that their perilous 
experiment, this New Republican Nation now 
in the wilderness depends on nothing but their 
own individual morality. This new society did 
not mirror the virtue the clergy wanted to see 
and this caused them to fear for the political 

safety of the Nation.” 

John Adams



Thomas Jefferson

“the National Fast recommended by me turned 
me out of office,” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hereditary_monarchy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hereditary_monarchy


He strongly refuted those claims . . .



The President before him, 
George Washington,

Thomas 
Jefferson “Thomas Jefferson still 

lives.”  



He has three particular areas that he's not well remembered for, 
Jedidiah Morse

Thomas Jefferson’s 

Bavarian Illuminati. 



His sermons in 1798 where he said,
“we have laws in the United States against 

immorality particularly those about swearing, 
profanation, debauchery, gaming and 

Sabbath breaking.”

William Bentley 



We've discussed these two sides, 

anti-clerical

in every age the Priests have been hostile 
to liberty, they have perverted the purest 

religion ever preached to man into mystery 
and jargon.”  

“Jefferson once supported banning clergy 
from public office but later relented. In 
1777, he drafted the Virginia Statute for 

Religious Freedom, ratified in 1786, which 
made compelling attendance or 

contributions to any state sanctioned 
religious establishment illegal and declared 

that men shall be free to profess their 
opinions in matters of religion.”





Deist. with all of the comparisons but 
none of the contrasts.

● Enforcement of 
Morality

● Strong Exec. (Monarch)
● Literal - Literal 

(Compare)
● Conspiracy Theories

 John Adams
                                                  
1. Church/State
                                                  
2. Immigration
                                                  
3. Freedom of Press   

 Protestantism

Liberalism
Thomas Jefferson
William Bentley

Conservatism
Jedidiah Morse



Deep 
State Illuminati 

● Enforcement of 
Morality

● Strong Exec. (Monarch)
● Literal - Literal 

(Compare)
● Conspiracy Theories

 John Adams
                                                  
1. Church/State
                                                  
2. Immigration
                                                  
3. Freedom of Press   

 Protestantism

Liberalism
Thomas Jefferson
William Bentley

Conservatism
Jedidiah Morse



You had these two 
political parties, 

Democrats 

Conservative South.
James K. Polk
11th U.S. President
Democrat - Conservative South

Henry Clay
Former American Senator
Whig



 “Manifest Destiny”

North South.

James K. Polk



conservative school of thought

liberal school of 
thought.





“Nehemiah was ruling in a true Theocracy, a 
Government of God. The law of God was the 

law of the land and God’s will was made known 
by the written Word and by the Prophets. Doctor 
Mandeville’s argument is of any force at all, it is 
just upon this claim of the establishment of the 

Theocracy.”



Theocracy. 

With this idea the view of Dr. Crafts agrees 
nicely, he is General Secretary for the National 
Sunday Law Union. He claims as he expressed 

in his own words, quoting Dr. Crafts, 
“the Preachers are the successors of the 

Prophets.”  

“The Preachers are the 
successors of the Prophets.”

Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts



Back to A.T. Jones, now let's put these things together. . . 
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“The Government of Israel was a Theocracy, the will of God was made known to the rulers by the Prophets. 
The ruler compelled the officers of the law to prevent the ungodly from selling goods on the Sabbath. This 

government, the United States is to be made a Theocracy, the Preachers are the successors of the Prophets and 
they the Preachers are to compel the offices of the law to prevent all selling of goods and all manner of work on 
Sunday. This shows conclusively that these Preachers intend to take the Supremacy into their hands, officially 

declare the will of God and compel all men to conform to it.” 



They have the same problem in 1888,  this is the issue of a Theocracy  



When they see Ancient Israel it’s a Theocracy, 

N



good conservative SDA
The problem is that they are looking in the 
wrong direction.

w
It will be too late! 



In Summary: 



The End


